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Initial thought – wow, busy front page. Initial impression – trying a bit too hard to be funky and 
‘down with the kids’.  
 
It’s free to sign up, so I did, and noticed the US-bias; for example, school years being in the US 
system (minus 1 for UK equivalent). However all content is accessible without an account, but 
having an account enables extras such as using ‘clippings’, ‘stickies’ and more guidance. 
 
Once logged in I went to my profile, which simply said that I have no ‘notches’ as yet. Still a bit 
confused I looked in help, pleased to find they inform about their credentials, how to cite them 
and other such academic requirements, for example an excellent page about plagiarism. 
The language is clearly aimed at the younger generation and humour is used whenever 
appropriate, without patronising. 
 
Another tab takes you to ‘List-o-Mania’, an inaccurately titled area which turns out to be press 
releases or information about shmoop activity, which people can comment upon similar to 
commenting on a newspaper article. This is browse-able by clicking on ‘see all’ within its ‘recent 
posts’ tab, or you can view ‘most popular posts’. View for interest, not academia. 
I had a look through the Shakespeare section, and the most obviously relevant across this side of 
the ocean from the confusing array of topics on offer. Incredibly easy to use, it is an alphabetical 
order of all the plays and you just click and go, but no sonnets. To see what information there is 
I clicked on ‘The Comedy of Errors’ (being a play I thought was rubbish when studied) and 
immediately awarded 20 shmoints... Okay... 
 
Lots of critical information, and there are quotes, but they are not linked to any analysis. If this 
example is typical then the information is clearly well thought out and concise and relevant, but 
the language used is of a higher level than the attitude portrayed within the wider site and 
therefore may mean those for whom the information would be most useful may dismiss the site 
as frivolous. 
 
The US bias renders some areas of the site not obviously of use, such as the examination-specific 
practice, as UK-schools do not run the same examinations and which charge for access. In 
general it is a confusing site that tries to be too many things to too many people and as a result 
gems of useful analysis and information are lost. I won’t use it again unless I have time to target 
the specific information and show students how to access it, ignoring all the rest. 
 


